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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
INTRODUCTION 
The chief characteristic of the psychoneuroses is anxiety ( 2 }, 
and a better understanding of the way in which it operates to influ-
ence behavior or performance should lead to a better understanding 
of these disorders ~nd hence to a sounder basis for therapeutic or 
preventive approaches. Yet, relatively few psychological investiga-
tions have been focused specifically on anxiety ( 8 ). This lack of 
experimental investigation may have been due to the vagueness and 
changing of psychiatric concepts, varying and uncoordinated approaches 
in research, or to the fact that much of clinical research has lacked 
consistent or coordinated theory. 
While some studies have been based on psychoanalytic concepts, 
one factor which may have retarded research is the change in concepts. 
For example, there are changes such as Freud ( 6 ) has made in his 
concept of anxiety: 
"Formerly, I attached a certain value to the proposi-
tion that the cathexis withdrawn in repression finds employ-
ment as a discharge in the form of anxiety. This seems to me 
today of very little interest. The difference consists in the 
fact that formerly I believed that anxiety originated through 
an economic process, whereas the present conception of anxiety 
as a signal intended by the ego for the purpose of influencing 
the pleasure-pain mechanism renders us independent of this 
economic restriction.u ( 6 ) 
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Examples of the lack of coordination are found in the ps.ychological 
studies of anxiety referred to by Hanfman ( 8 ) which vary from "stress" 
experiments through ".frustration" and "repression" investigations. All 
are in a sense based on concepts of anxiety and its possible effects on 
behavior, but anxiety is seldom a major focus. 
In the clinic or hospital setting, one is generally confronted 
with the instances in which anxiety is associated with impairment or loss 
of efficiena.y as in the psychoneuroses, and the clinical psychologist 
is often concerned with means of detecting or measuring the impairmm t 
or with means of alleviating the anxiety or reducing the impairment. As 
a result, there is much of instrument research or attempts to reproduce 
the decrement experimentally in normals or to demonstrate differences 
between normal and pathological groups, rather than toward development 
of or investigation of basic theory. 
Recently, stemming from the concepts of learning theorists, there 
have been more experimental investigations of anxiety, both in animals 
and in humans. The particular expression or development of the concept 
of anxiety by Mowrer ( 22 ) · seems to lead the way to the necessary sys-
tematic investigation which was previously lacking. Pathological changes 
have been fitted into the framework of learning theory, specifically 
reinforcement theory. Anxiety is considered as a drive and its reduction 
seen as a reinforcing ·· state of affairs. Following upon this concept of 
anxiety, a number of investigators have demonstrated that anxiety acts 
as drive and that in general the effect of anxiety, as drive, on perfor-
mance appears to be dependent upon the characteristics of the particular 
task or performance. That is, in conditioning the effect is to facilitate 
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performance, but in complex learning the effect may be either to facil-
itate or to retard learning ( 4, 21, 28, 30, 31 ). 
In general, then, the approach of the learning theorists seems 
fruitful for coordinated, systematic research and has yielded certain 
data on the effects of anxiety on performance. In conditioning, high 
anxiety leads to superior performance, but high anxiety can result in a de-
crement in more complex tasks. The present investigation follows upon 
the studies of Montague . ( 21 ) , Taylor and Spence ( 31 ) , and Farber 
and Spence ( 4 ) , who have demonstrated that the effects of anxiety on 
performance are a function of the complexity of the task. However, it 
seems possible that the effects of anxiety on performance may also be 
a function of the conditions of practice as well as of the task. Mowrer 
( 22 ), in discussing the implications of his experiment, suggested that 
one of the reasons for the beneficial effect of distribution of practice 
was the fact that in human verbal learning the drive involved was 
anxiety. 
"It is well established that human beings memorize 
verbal material more efficiently with distributed practice 
than with massed practice. Without attempting to evaluate 
or compare the virtues of other theories which have been 
advanced to account for this phenomenon, it is worth observ-
ing .that a possible explanation follows fairly directly 
from the foregoing discussion. In the learning o~ verbal 
material, motivation is ordinarily supplied not by primar,y 
motives such as hunger or thirst but by some form of tension 
or mild anxiety (anticipation of being ridiculed for poor 
performance, being called stupid or the like), Reinforce-
ment may be assumed to occur when the subject reproduces a 
correct item and is permitted to know that it is correct. 
Let this state of affairs be thought of as involving tension 
reduction. However, each successive task that is set the 
subject involves the possibility of failure, i.e., arouses 
new tension and the more rapid the rate at which these tasks 
are presented, the less tension will drop after each correct 
response. Each demand for learning produces an increased 
tension (renewed anticipation of failure, punishment, etc.), 
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and i£ such demands come in too rapid succession, tension will 
remain chronically so· high that the proper tension-reduction 
(success) cannot be experienced a£ter a good per£ormance to in-
sure its £ixation." ( 22 ) 
Thus, the decrement in serial learning found by previous investigators 
( 4, 21, 31 ) might, at least in part, be due to the conditions of 
massed practice used in their experiments. 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The present study is intended to investigate the effects of dis-
tributed practice on the anxiety-produced decrement in serial-rote 
learning. The over-all prediction is that the ef£ect of anxiety on per-
fo~ce in a serial-rote-learning situation is a fUnction of the dif£1-
culty of' the task and of the conditions (massing or distribution) of 
practice. 
A more def'ini te or detailed statement, in the sense of experimental 
predictions will be given after a survey of the literature which will 
show how this particular investigation f'i ts with and extends the previous 
work in this area. In the following chapter, the relevant literature 
will be surveyed and experimental predictions will be detailed. 
CHAPTER II 
SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE 
ANXIETY AS DRIVE 
Anxiety has been viewed by some investigators as a secondary drive, 
an acquired anticipatory response to noxious or harmful stimuli. As 
such it is seen as having some of the properties or characteristics of 
primary drives as defined by Hull ( 11 ) and Spence ( 27 ). That is, 
i t s reduction is reinforcing, and it intensifies any response tendencies 
present during its evocation. Mowrer ( 22 ) regards anxiety as a motiva-
ting and reinforcing or fixating agent similar to hunger, thirst, sex, and 
other forms of discomfort or tension which living organisms suffer, but 
different or distinctive in that it is derived from or based upon antici-
pat ion of the more basic forms of discomfort. Farber ( 3 ) , surveying 
t he data on response fixation under shock in animal studies, draws the 
inference that fixation resulting from shock may be the result of the 
. operation of secondary reinforcement resulting from anxiety redUction 
and therefore due to factors operating in the ordinary learning situation. 
Brown and Jacobs ( 1 ) find that fear or anxiety is similar to drive in 
that it energizes or motivates behavior, and a reduction in fear may be 
sai d to act as reinforcement for the acquisition of new responses. 
Miller ( 20 ) confirms Mowrer's hypothesis that fear or anxiety can play 
a role in learning similar to a primary drive such as hunger. 
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ANXIETY IN HUMAN SUBJECTS 
In the above investigations ( 1, 3, 20, 22 ) the anxiety was de-
fined as a response to electric shock in animals. In experiments with 
humans, the definition of anxiety is necessarily different. It may be 
defined in terms of some stress situation or b,y means of psychiatric 
classification or in terms of the subjects' responses to a questionnaire. 
In the experiments by Malmo and Amsel ( 19 ) and Welch and Kubis ( 34 ) 
psychiatric groups were compared with normal groups, the psychiatric 
groups being aonsidered as anxious and the normal groups as non-anxious. 
In the group of experiments with which the present study is especially 
concerned, anxiety has been defined in terms of responses to a questio~ 
na.ire, the Taylor Scale of Manifest Anxiety ( 29 ) • In this group of 
experiments and in the present experiment high anxiety and low anxiety 
or anxious and non-anxious groups are defined in terms of high and low 
score groupings on this scale. 
CONDITIONING EXPERIMENTS 
Taylor ( 30 ), selecting subjects with scores on the Manifest 
Anxiety Scale from twenty-five to forty-four as anxious and from thr ee 
to eleven as non-anxious, investigated the hypothesis that the amount 
of conditioning in a defense conditioning situation is a direct function 
of the total effective drive level. She assumed that anxiety combines 
with such other drives as are present toibrm a total effective drive 
state, and the results were in accord with the hypothesis. That is, 
anxious subjects conditioned more rapidly than non-anxious subjects. 
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Spence and Taylor ( 28 ) also found anxious groups consistently superior 
to non-anxious groups in the amount of conditioning. 
Welch and Kubis ( 34 ) , using patients presenting a clinical picture 
of anxiety contrasted with a normal group, found that patients required 
a fewer number o£ trials in conditioning the P.G.R. and that there was a 
tendency for their responses to persist longer than with normal subjects. 
COMPLEX LEARNING AND ANXIETY 
In complex learning in humans where anxiety has been defined bW 
using psychiatric groups as anxious or using the Taylor Scale to define 
anxiety, results have generally been that both the amount o£ anxiety 
and the particular task are determinants of the performance. Montague 
( 21 ), using subjects with high and low anxiety selected on the basis of 
high or low scores on the Taylor Scale, found their performance deter-
mined by the nature of the task as well as by the level of anxiety. 
Montague ( 21 ) predicted that the effect of anxiety on learning is a 
function of the relative number and strength of incorrect tendencies 
elicited in a given situation. He assumed anxiety to have drive proper-
ties such that increased anxiety should be accompanied by augmentation 
of all response tendencies, correct or incorrect, and the rate of learn-
ing should vary according to the number and strength of correct and 
· incorrect tendencies. The varied strength of correct and incorrect 
tendencies was represented by three lists of nonsense syllables of 
varied similarity and association value. List I consisted of items of 
high similarity and low association value, List II consisted of items 
o£ low similarity and low association value, and List III consisted o£ 
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i terns of low similarity and high association value. The variables of 
intra-list similarity ~nd item association value were assumed to 
affect the number _and strength of correct tendencies. According to 
the hypothesis, performance measures for the anxious should show a 
relat ively greater increment as the association value of items in-
creased and as similarity decreased. That is, the anxious should show 
increment in performance as the ratio of potential correct to incorrect 
responses increases. Results in agreement with the expectation were 
found. 
Taylor and Spence ( 31 ) and Farber and Spence ( 4 ), investiga-
ting a similar hypothesis to that of Montague ( 21 ) , again used the 
Taylor Scale in defining anxiety. Their hypothesis was that in a 
complex learning situation where there are a number of alternative·H 
competing stimulus response tendencies, the effect of increasing drive 
would depend upon the initial response hierar chy and the relative 
habit strength of the correct response in the hierarchy. In this 
situation where the habit strength of the correct response was assumed 
to be weaker than the habit strengths of the competing responses, raising 
the drive level was expected to result in impairment of performance. 
Taylor and Spence ( 31 ) used a verbal maze involving twenty choices 
between two verbal responses, "left" and "right" in a memory drum set-
up. The results were in agreement with the hypothesis except that, 
according to Taylor and Spence ( 31 ), the theory would have led them 
to expect that at a greater number of the choice points the anxious would 
make fewer errors than the non-anxious, depending upon the ease or diffi-
culty of the particular choice point. However, it was found that the 
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anxious were superior at only one choice point and this was not entirely 
in accord with the stated expectation ( 31 ). 
To extend the Taylor-Spence experiment ( 31 ), another investigation 
was carried out by Farber and Spence ( 4 ) • In this experiment, a finger 
maze with choice points of known difficult,rwas used. Here again the 
results were generally in line with theory except that again, even at 
the easiest choice points, the non-anxious subjects made fewer errors. 
In these investigations of the effect of anxiety on performance in 
a complex learning situation, anxiety was considered as drive rather than 
assuming specific characteristics of anxiety which might be incompatible 
with the response to be learned. However, Malmo and Amsel ( 19 ) pre-
dicted a slower learning in anxious subjects due to what they called 
"anxiety-produced interference" (API) between relevant responses and 
irrelevant responses generated by the patients' continuing state of 
anxiety when patients were contrasted with a group of normal subjects. 
Also, it was predicted that anxious preoccupation might be overcome 
or that the degree of API could be lessened through the patients' 
voluntary effort. That is, patients could inhibit this API following 
the presentation of initial items, in a sequence of nonsense syllables, 
when failure or near failure on these items operated to increase 
motivation for the remainder of the learning trial. However, API would 
again return during the rest interval to nearly its original strength. 
The results obtained were in agreement with the prediction but unfortun-
ately the authors did not state either the characteristics of anxiety 
or of the learning situation on which the predictions might be based. 
While the underlying reasons for slower learning in anxious or 
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high drive subjects are not completely clear, there is agreement in the 
experimental evidence that in conditioning anxious subjects are superior 
but often inferior as the complexity of the task increases. However, one 
point was ~nclear in the Taylor and Spence ( 31 ) and Farber and Spence 
( 4 ) tests of their hypothesis. This had to do with the performance of 
the anxious and non-anxious subjects at particular choice points. Hull 
has pointed out that in the relatively complex type of trial-and-error 
learning as exemplified in maze learning where the reinforcement comes 
only at the end of a series or particular combination of trial acts, a 
strict deductive explanation might not be sui table ( 10 ) • Perhaps, the 
choice points cannot be considered as of special difficulty in themselves 
for anxious as opposed to non-anxious subjects, and are only difficult 
in relation to the maze as a whole. That is, with a difficult maze, 
the anxious subjects may require more trials per Choice point with in-
creasing difficulty of the choice points, but anxious subjects might 
also require more trials per choice point, regardless of the choice 
point difficulty, than non-anxious subjects. Also, with an easy maze, 
anxious subjects might require fewer trials per choice point, regard- · 
less of the difficulty of the individual choice points, than non-anxious 
subjects. To use maze learning as a complete test of the hypothesis, 
one might better use two or more mazes, differing in difficult y, rather 
than comparing the anxious and non-anxious groups on different choice 
points of the same maze. Montague used syllable lists of different diff-
iculty rather than comparing items within a single list in his test of 
the hypothesis ( 20 ). 
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The use of two mazes differing in difficulty rather than comparing 
groups on individual choice points also seems to imply the necessity of an 
explanation that is somewhat different from that stated by Montague ( 21 ) 
who speaks of a "differential" augmentation of incorrect tendencies 
more than the correct tendencies as an explanation for the slower learn-
ing of t he anxious subjects • . The present writer will not attempt to 
account for the differences in terma of performance on items within 
the list or choice points within the maze. The present writer would 
agree with the concept of augmentation of all responses with increased 
drive but will offer an explanat ion in terms of processes going on with-
in the learning trials, rather than in terms of the differential aug-
mentation of correct and incorrect responses. 
For the present experiment, the writer will use the term "difficult" 
meaning a maze requiring relatively many trials to learn, and "easy'' 
meaning a maze requiring relatively few trials to learn. Then, the 
statement would be that the effect of anxiety on performance is a 
f unction of the difficulty of the task rather than a function of the 
relative strength of correct and incorrect response tendencies. 
REACTIVE INHIBITION AND DRIVE 
. Mowrer ( 22 ) has suggested that the reason for the beneficial 
effects of distribution in human verbal learning is related tq the 
fact that the drive present is some fo:rm of anxiety. However, anxiety 
is present to some degree in all ~bjects and the evidence so far pre-
sented is that differences in level of drive cause differences in per-
formance. 
The variable affected by differences in degree of distribution 
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is inhibition. Speaking of the extinction of wrong responses, Hull 
( 11 ) says that inhibition or inhibitory potential (Ir) tends to 
inhibit the reaction potential ·of wrong responses and possibly of 
other responses. In Corollary XIII, Hull relates the build up of in-
· hibition to massed reinforcements,pointing out that in extreme cases 
there may be an actual fall in the learning curve with continued prac-
tice ( 11 ). 
Recently, there .has been evidence that the build-up of inhibitory 
potential is related to the level of drive and in the case of anxiety 
as drive it seems likely that the build-up of inhibition should be 
related to the level of anxiety. Kimble ( 15 ), investigating the con- . 
cept of reactive inhibition in motor learning, was led to believe that 
there might be a relationship between drive level and inhibition such 
that the greater the drive level, the greater the amount of reactive 
inhibition built up during learning trials. Since inhibitory potential 
itself acts as a drive acting against other drives present, it seemed 
logical to him to assume that the greater the motivation to learn the 
task at hand, the greater the amount of inhibition which would need to 
be accumulated to produce a resting response. He believed that evidence 
. 
of decreasing motivation late in learning was the feeling of monotony 
reported by many subjects. Analyzing the learning situation, he considers 
that the experimenter's instructions set up a need to master the motor 
task, which motivation is reduced as learning progresses and as the 
subject approaches a fairly high level of performance. At this point, 
he assumes that the subject continues to perform but with less active 
interest which results in the feeling of monotony or boredom. As a 
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result, he expected to find less reactive inhibition late in learning 
and less reminiscence from the dissipation of reactive inhibition late 
in learning. He found results in line with these assumptions. 
Kimble ( 17 ) gathered more direct evidence of the relation of 
motivation to reactive inhibition in a later experiment. The differ-
ences in motivation were manipulated by means of a man-to-man compe-
tition such that the data could be analyzed in terms of subjects who 
were successful in the early part of the experiment and hence, he 
believed, not motivated to improve, and subjects who were unsuccess-
ful and highly motivated. He predicted that the unsuccessful subjects 
would show more reminiscence after rest and found evidence in the re-
sults in line with the prediction. 
Wasserman ( 33 ) also found clear substantiation for the assump-
tion of differences in motivation leading to differences in ·the amount 
of reactive inhibition late in learning. This is especially relevant 
to the experiment by Montague ( 21 ) mentioned earlier. In Montague's 
experiment, the differences in performance on the difficult task show-
ing a decrement for the anxious subjects seem to have come only as 
learning progressed rather than on the initial trial. In Wasserman's 
experiment ( 33 ), the differences in Ir came late in learning (after 
thirty pre-rest trials). 
Reynolds ( 25 ) has also pointed out that there is evidence of 
a r elationship between drive and inhibition. In his analysis, he states 
that inhibition develops as a result of the effort expended in making a 
response,and a response requiring a greater degree of effort would 
result in the development of a greater amount of inhibiti~n. In his ex-
periment it was noted that high drive animals showed shorter latency 
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responses than did low drive animals. This more rapid response, making 
for greater effort, resulted in more inhibition, counteracting the 
effect of habit strength to the extent that a response decrement resulted. 
In extinction trials then the high drive group shows a faster extinction 
rate than the low drive group. Reynolds adds, however, that it is not 
intended to consider inhibition solely as a function of effort expended. 
It may also be considered as a general disposition to response blocking 
relatable to stimulus factors, to response factors, to response compe-
tition (interference), and to emotional factors. Hull ( 11 ), too, 
uses the concept of inhibition in relation to situations other than those 
r equiring expenditure of muscular effort. 
INHIBITION IN VERBAL LEARNING 
The concept of inhibition can apply to other than motor learning 
though more of the investigations of inhibition are concerned with 
motor learning or learning requiring muscular effort. Grice and Reynolds 
( 7 ) suggest that inhibition is not localized in specific effector sys-
tems but rather that evidence from bilateral transfer in motor learning 
indicatesinhibitory factors associated either with generalized postural 
adjustment or of a central character. Kimble ( 16 ) also found evidence 
from the transfer of work inhibition that argues against the position 
that decrements from massed practice in motor learning are nothing but 
localized fatigue. 
According to Riley ( 26 ), investigators have failed to find 
evidence supporting the differential forgetting hypothesis accounting 
for the benefit of distribution and several WTiters have suggested a 
performance decrement hypothesis to account for reminiscence effects in 
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verbal learning. In Riley's experiments, a work decrement response 
occurred where there were competing responses in the learning task 
and this work decrement revealed itself through the effects of rest. 
Where competing responses were lacking in the learning task, with less 
mental work, there were no reminiscence effects. The results favored 
a work-decrement hypothesis rather than a differential forgetting hy-
pothesis. However, it was not clear whether the critical factor in 
producing awork decrement was the performance of two difficult tasks 
within a brief period, the degree of interference between the tasks, 
or some other factor. 
Hovland and Kurtz ( 9 ) also find evidence that work decrement 
factors may play a significant role in verbal learning. They, however, 
find that their data do not tell much of the underlying causal factors 
and suggest the need of further research. 
INFERENCES AND PREDICTIONS BASED ON THE SURVEY 
Vlhere either psychiatric classification or the Taylor Scale has 
been used to define anxiety, it has been shown that anxious subjects 
are superior to non-anxious subjects in conditioning but are inferior 
in verbal learning when the learning task is of the type said to contain 
strong competing responses ( 4, 19, 21, 28, 30, 31, 34 ). In these ex-
periments anxiety is considered as a secondary drive and its reduction 
as being reinforcing. In these characteristics anxiety acts in the 
same manner as a primary drive. 
Farber and Spence ( 4 ) and Taylor and Spence ( 31 ), using a 
single maze, a verbal maze in one instance and a finger maze in the 
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other, found that the non-anxious subjects required fewer trials to 
learn the maze. However, the results in terms of the number of errors 
at the single choice points of the mazes were not quite comparable to 
those of Montague ( 21 ) who used nonsense syllable lists to test the 
same hypothesis. Farber and Spence ( 4 ) and Taylor and Spence ( 31 ) 
s.uggested that their results were not quite in line with the hypothesis 
that the effect of anxiety is a function of the strength of competing 
responses in the learning situation. 
The present writer suggests that the maze task may be considered 
as a whole in the sense that it may be an easy or a difficult task to 
learn, requiring relatively many trials or relatively few trials to 
learn. Also, this writer prefers to restate the hypothesis of Montague 
( 21 ), Farber and Spence ( 4 ), and Taylor and Spence ( 31 ) in terms 
of task difficulty rather than in terms of the strength of competing 
responses within the task. That is, the restatement would be that the 
effect of anxiety on performance is a function of the difficultY, of the 
task. 
Evidence has been presented of a relationship between drive and 
inhibition ( 15, 18, 25, 33 ) such that the higher the level of drive, 
the greater the amount of inhibition that may be accumulated during 
learning trials. From the evidence of the relationship between drive 
and inhibition, it seems likely that the performance decrement shown by 
the anxious subjects may be due to a build up of inhibi ti.on :i,n the anxious 
subjects and that this inhibition lowers the reaction potential, particu-
larly in tasks requiring rather many learning trials. 
While the evidence of the relationship.between drive and inhibition 
has been found in motor learning studies, there is equally good evidence 
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for a work decrement hypothesis to cover the reminiscence in verbal 
learning rather than ·for a differential forgetting hypothesis ( 7, 9, 
16, 26 ). As in the motor learning studies, evidence of a build up of 
inhibition in verbal learning may be demonstrated by the difference in 
performance under varying conditions of distribution of practice. 
If inhibition is related to drive as has been stated, then the 
hypothesis concerning the effect of anxiety on performance may now be 
extended to include the conditions of massed or distributed practice. 
Specifically, if inhibition is related to the level of drive, then the 
effect of distribution should be related to the level of drive during 
learning. Also, the build up of inhibition is related to the difficulty 
of the task in the sense that more inhibition builds up in the learning 
of a task requiring many trials than in a task requiring few trials. 
Since this is so, the beneficial effects of distribution should not show 
up so much on an easy task as on a difficult task. The extended hypo-
thesis can be stated as follows: The effect of anxiety on performance 
is a function of the difficulty of the task and the degree of distribution 
of practice. 
The formula E • f(HxD) stated by Montague and others ( 21, 4, 31 ) 
may be extended to sEr = f(HxD) where sEr = E - Ir. That is, reaction 
potential, E, may be viewed as reduced by an inhibitory potential, Ir, 
-to . an ef'f'ective reaction potential sEr. .s~r should vary according to the 
degree of distribution since effective reaction potential, which is seen 
as responsible for response evocation, is an increasing function of both 
inter-trial and intra-trial intervals and a decreasing function of work. 
The extended hypothesis involves the interaction of tr~ee indepen-
dent variables, anxiety, task difficulty, and degree of' distribution of 
practice on a single independent variable, performance. The main pre-
diction, then, would be that the performance is a function of the three 
variables' interaction. To test the main prediction it would be neces-
sar,y to control or manipulate the level of anxiety, the task difficulty, 
and the degree of distribution, and to note the effect on some performance 
measure. 
In this instance, the prediction itself determines the experimental 
design. That is, to test the prediction of a triple interaction of 
variables requires a· triple-classification analysis of variance in which 
the significance of the triple interaction can be tested with the within-
cells variance. A significant 11F11 would support the main prediction. 
In addition to the main prediction, a number of minor predictions 
can be made which are derived from the nature of the design and the 
variables involved. The first of these, if substantiated, also supports 
the major prediction. 
If the decrement in performance found for anxious subjects in 
complex learning is due to a build up in inhibition, then the performance 
of anxious subjects should not be different from that of non-anxious 
subjects at the beginning of learning. Rather, the difference should 
build up as learning progresses, since inhibition is primarily dependent 
. upon work done. Therefore, if there is no difference between anxious 
and non-anxious subjects at the beginning of learning, and a difference 
is found in terms of this same performance measure at the completion of 
learning, this may be construed as support of the main prediction. The 
first of the minor predictions then is: 
I. There is no difference between the performance scores 
at the beginning of learning, the first learning trial. 
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If the decrement in performance is due to a build-up in inhibition, 
and if the amount of inhibition accumulated is related to the level of 
drive, then the non-anxious subjects should not accumulate as much 
inhibition as do the anxious subjects. However, inhibition is related 
to the amount of work done and would be expected to build up in the 
learning of a difficult task rather than in the learning of an easy 
task . As found in the Montague ( 20 ) experiment, the non-anxious sub-
jects should exceed the performance of the anxious sub'jects on a diffi-
cult task Where inhibition can accumulate over relatively many learning 
trials. This leads to the prediction that: 
II. The non-anxious subjects should exceed the performance 
of the anxious subjects on a difficult task where learning 
is by massed trials. 
On an easy task requiring few l earning trials where little inhibi-
tion accumulates, the increased drive of the anxious subjects would be 
expected to facilitate learning. Therefore, it would be expected that: 
III. The anxious subjects should exceed the performance of the 
non-anxious subjects on an easy task where learning is by 
massed trials. 
If rest periods are allowed between learning trials, inhibition 
will dissipate after each trial rather than accumulate. Since the 
amount of inhibition is related to the level of drive, it is expected 
that more inhibition will accumulate for anxious subjects during massed 
trials than for non-anxious subjects. Therefore: 
IV. The anxious subjects should benefit more from greater 
distribution of learning trials on a difficult task than 
the non-anxious subjects. 
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Since fairly little inhibition can accumulate in a task requiring 
relatively few learning trials: 
V. There should be less·· beneficial effect from distribution 
for ei~er group on an easy task than on a difficult task. 
CHAPI'ER III · 
THE EXPER.DlENT 
As was stated in the previous chapter, the main prediction in-
volves the interaction of three independent variables, anxiety, 
task difficulty, and distribution of practice, and their effect upon 
the dependent variable, performance. The remainder of this chapter 
will detail the manipulation of these independent -eriables, the per-
formance variables to be measured, and the statistical techniques to 
be used. 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
ANXIETY 
The Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale, .a fifty item questionnaire 
embedded in the _Iowa Biographical Inventory was used to determine the 
anxiety level of subjects. The subjects of the experiment were forty 
students from the General Psychology class of the Boston University 
College of Practical. Arts and Letters. The anxious subjects were 
twenty students with scores of twenty-five or above and the non-anxious 
8ub.jects were twenty students with scores of eleven or below on the 
Taylor Scale. False low arud.ety scores were excluded by dropping out 
any subjects with a score of seven or above on the L or Lie scale 
of the Iowa Inventory. The Diean anxiety score for the anxious group 
was thirty and the standard deviation was 4.8. The mean anxiety sc:mre 
for the non-anxious group was 8.2 and the standard deviation was 2.2. 
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The inventory, instructions for administration, and the items of the 
two relevant scales are shown · in Appendix A. The subjects were unpaid 
volunteers and were e:xperimentally naive, knowing only that they were 
being tested as possible sub jects for a learning experiment. 
TASK DIFFICULTY 
The learning tasks were two 'lilmnty choice verbal mazes. The 
difficult task was the maze used by Taylor and Spence ( 31 ) and the 
twenty items of the series were aa follows: L L R L R R L L R L R R 
R L R L L R R L. An easier maze was selected by basing the relatiw 
ease or difficulty on the number of deviations .from a simple alterna-· 
tion of "left" and "right" responses. That is, on this basis the sim-
plest maze woul.d be a sequence of alternating lefts and rights through-
out. The twenty choices of the easy maze were as follows: R R L R L 
R L R R L R L L R L R R L R L. The easy maze has only four deviations 
from an alternating left-right sequence and the difficult maze has 
seven deviations from an alternating left-right sequence. 
The mazes were typed on a white paper tape in capitals with 
the 11 lefts111 to the left of the inidl.ine of the tape and the "rights" 
·to the right of the midl.ine of the tape. The cue for the first choice 
point in each maze was an asterisk at the midl.ine of the tape. 
The material was presented on a memory drum similar to the Gerbrands 
type of memory dr1lin and the typed material was spaced in s'UCh a way as 
to permit a two second exposure of each item in. the list and a two 
1 
second interval between item exposures. 
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The drum was placed behind a screen with a slot for the exposure 
aperture of the drum and the screen served to prevent observation of 
the experimenter which might distract the subject. The screen also 
supported a mirror allowing the experimenter to note the items exposed 
· on the drum. The slot was illuminated from behind the screen without 
e~cessive glare. The learning instructions were of the usual type for 
anticipation learning and are · given in detail in Appendix B. 
DISTRIBUTION OF PRACTICE 
Two levels of distribution· were used in the experiment. One of 
these is considered the massed condition and the other is considered 
the ·distributed condition. For the massed condition, the interval 
between the exposure .of the last item of each maze and the asterisk 
signalling the beginning of th~ list was four seconds. For the dis-
tributed condition, the interval between the exposure of the last item 
of the list and the asterisk signalling the beginning of the list was 
l'i.tty-nine-~:~econds. That is, the increased spacing was between· com-
plete presentations of the list rather than between individual items 
of the list. 
PERFOP..MANCE VARIABLES 
The experiment was concerned with the effect of the independen't 
1 As . far as possible the procedure followed by' Taylor and Spence ( j1 ') 
was followed in this experime~t. While the experiment was in process, 
Taylor and Spence published a correction of the procedure ( 32 ), which is 
somewhat different from that in the original article ( 31 ) • As a result 
the massed condition in this experiment is more distributed than in the 
Taylor and Spence experiment. 
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variables on .a dependent variable, performance. Two measures of per-
formance were used. The first of these was the number of trials required 
to reach a criterion of two errorless trials. The second performance 
measure was the total number of errors made in reaching the criterion. 
Scoring was kept of each subject's trials and errors. 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
To test the . intera~tion of three independent variables on an inde-
pendent variable required the use of a triple classification analysis 
of variance. With this design the effect of the combination of the three 
variables together may be analyzed and compared with the operation of 
each variable singly or in combination with each other independent vari~ 
able. That is, the design is able to test the main prediction that 
the effect of anxiety on performance is a function of the other two 
variables, difficulty and distribution. In addition, the design can be 
used in testing the minor predictions as well. 
Two levels of anxiety, difficulty, and distribution with forty 
subjects made eight groups or cells of five ~ubjects each. Five high 
anxiety subjects were assigned to each of four groups: Difficult 
maze-massed practice; Difficult maze-distributed pr actice; Easy maze-
massed practice-; Easy maze-distributed practice. Five low anxiety 
subjects were assigned to each of four similar groups. The mean scores 
of the high anxiety subgroups in the order given above were: 31.4, 
32.8, 27.0, 28.6. The mean anxiety scores of the low anxiety subgroups 
in the order given above were: 8.2, 8.2, 7.8, 8.6. 
To support the main prediction in this design requires that the 
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variance due to the triple interaction be significantly greater than 
the within cells variance~ In this deisgn, the witnin cells variance is 
the variance due to individual difference or the error variance. If 
the triple interaction is significant, then the minor predictions may 
be tested by means of the 1 test applied to the means of the subgroups. 
In addition to determining whether the triple interaction is significant, 
it can be determined which other combination of variables or which vari-
able alone is operating to produce the obt~ined performance differences. 
That is, the design can be used to test other alternative hypotheses 
than the main prediction made here. 
CHAPrER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS 
The statistical design used to analyze the data gathered in 
the experiment was a triple classification analysis of variance. 
Three sets of performance data were gathered and analyzed. These 
were the number of trials to a criterion of two successive correct 
performances, the total number of errors and the number of error s in 
the initial anticipation trial. 
The main prediction that the effect of anxiety on performance 
is a function of both task difficulty and degree of distribution of 
practice was tested both in terms of trials to criterion and total 
errors. A significant triple interaction variance ratio for either 
of these sets of data was considered as supporting the main prediction. 
Where a significant triple interaction was found, the minor predictions 
concerning the differences between subgroups were tested. In addition 
the analysis was also able to test the difficulty of the mazes in 
relation to one another. 
One of the minor predictions, Prediction I, which states that 
there is no difference between t groups 1 performance scores on the 
initial trial, required a separate analysis of variance in terms of 
the initial trial error scores. If it were found that the triple 
interaction as not significant at this poiTlt, it would be supporting 
of the main prediction in the sense that any significant differences 
fo'Qnd at the end of learning wouJ.d be due to processes going on over 
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the series of learning trials. 
The analysis of the initial trial error scores then logically 
would precede the other analyses even though it tests a minor predic-
tion. The presentation and analysis of the results in terms of the 
trials to criterion and total errors will follow that of the initial 
trial. error scores. 
INITIAL TRIAL ERROR SCORES 
The man error scores for the eight su~oups on the initial 
anticipation trial are given in Table I. Support of Prediction I 
that there are no differences between the groups on the initial tri8l. 
would be the finding that the triple interaction variance and other 
variances are not significant. 
Bartlett's test of homogeneity was applied to the data and gave 
a Chi-square of 1.81 which with seven degrees of freedom is not 
significant. The analysis of variance was then carried out with the 
initial trial error scores, and its results are sum:narized in Table 
n. 
None of the variance ratios is significant and the prediction 
of no difference between the groups on the initial trial is supported 
by the data. Any differences found later can be attributed to pro-
cesses going on during the learning trials. 
TRTALS TO CRITERION SCORE 
The other predictions were first tested in terms of the trials 
to criterion score. Mean scores for tb! subgroups are given in Table 
III. Bartlett 1 s test for homogeneity of varianeo gives a Chi-square 
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TABLE I 
MEAN ERROR SCORES FOR THE INITIAL ANTICIPATION TRIAL 
Arud.ety Difficultz Distribution 
Massed Distributed 
Easy 6.0 6.o 
Anxious 
Difficult 9.4 6.6 
Easy 5.6 6.4 
Non-anxious 
Difficult 7.6 7.0 
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TABLE II 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF INITIAL TRIAL ERBOR SCORES 
Source ·Degrees of Sum of Squares Mean 
Freedom Square 
Anxiety 1 1.2 1.2 
Distribution 1 4.2 4.2 
Difficulty 1 27.2 27.2 
Anxiety x Difficulty 
Interaction 1 1.3 1.3 
Anxiety x Distribution 
Interaction 1 6.4 6.4 
Difficulty x Distri-
bution Interaction 1 ll.l ll.l 
Triple Interaction 1 o.o o.o 
Within cubicles 32 342.4 10.7 
Total 39 393.8 
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TABLE ITI 
MEAN SCORES OF TRIALS TO CRITERION 
.Anxiety Difficulty Distribution 
Massed Distributed 
Easy 10.6 n.o 
Anxious 
Difficult 28.h 18.8 
Easy 15.2 13.2 
Non-anxious 
Difficult 19.0 19.4 
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of $.6lllhich with seven degrees of freedom is not significant. The 
anal.ysis of variance was applied to the data and its results are 
summarized in Table IV. 
Major Prediction 
The major prediction that the effect of anxiety on performance 
is a function of both task difficulty and degree of distribution was 
tested by the triple interaction mean. s.quq,re.The ratio of the triple 
mean square to the within cubicles mean square, 96.1/22.9 gives an 
F of 4.19 which with one and thirty-two degrees of freedom is signi-
f icant at the .o5 level of probability. That is, the data support 
the prediction and performance can be considered a function of the 
triple interaction of anxiety, difficulty and distribution. 
Figures 1, 2, and 3 are diagrams depicting the triple interaetion. 
Figure 1 shows the effect of anxiety on performance as a f'unction of 
difficulty and distribution, Figure 2 shows the effect of distribution 
as a function of anxiety and difficulty, and Figure 3 shows the effect 
of difficulty as a function of anxiety and distribution on trials to 
criterion scores. 
As shown in Figure 1, with high anxiety, performance is more 
variable; both the highest and the lowest scores are made by the anxious 
groups. With low anxiety, there is relatively little difference among 
scores, none as low as the high anxiety groups scored and none as high 
as the high an:x:iety groups scored. The greatest difference is the 
difference between massed and distributed practice for the high anxiety 
groups on the difficult task and little or no difference is found be• 
tween massed and distributed practice for the low anxiety groups on the 
difficult task. 
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TABLE IV 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF TRIALS TO CRrrERION 
Source Degrees of Sum of Squares Mean 
Freedom Square 
Anxiety l 2.5 2.5 
Distribution l 72.9 72.9 
Difficulty l 792.1 792.1 
Anxiety x Distribution 
Interaction 1 ,36.1 36.1 
Anxiety x Difficulty 
Interaction 1 152.1 152.1 
Difficulty x Distribution 
Interaction 1 36.1 ,36 .. 1 
Triple Interaction 1 96.1 96.1* 
Within cubicles .32 834.0 22.9 
Total. .39 2021.9 
*Significant at the .05 level of probability 
2.0 
DM - Diffi.cul t Massed 
DD - Difficult Di~tributed 
EM - Easy Massed 
ED - Easy Distributed 
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FIGURE 1. The effect of anxiety on mean trials 
t o criterion as a functi~n 0f diffi-
culty and distribution 
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FIGURE 2. The effect of distribution on mean trials 
t o criterion as a function of anxiety and 
difficult y. 
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Figure 2 illustrates the effect of distribution as a function 
of anxiety and difficulty. Scores are more variable with massed 
practice. Going from massed to distributed practice 1 the differences 
between the high and low anxiety groups decrease for both the easy 
and the difficult tasks. 
Figure 31 the effect of difficulty as a 1\m.ction of anxiety and 
distribution shows a general trend toward higher scores as the diffi ... 
culty of the task increases regardless of other conditions. However, 
the increase of score with difficulty for the high anxiety-massed 
practice group is relatively greater than for the other groups. In 
the analysis of variance it may be noted that the ratio of the diffi ... 
oulty mean square to the within cubicles, 792.1/22.9, gives an F of 
34.6 which with one and thirty-two degrees of freedom is significant 
at the .en level of probability. That is, the mazes are significantly 
different. In addition, the anxiety-difficulty interaction is also 
significant. The ratio of the anxiety-difficulty mean square to the 
within cubicies mean square gives an F of 6.6, significant at the .05 
level of probabUi ty. 
Minor Predictions 
The minor predictions, with the exception of prediction I, w hioh 
has already been discussed, may be tested by comparison of the :nean 
scores of the subgroups. Those scores relevant for the subgroup com-
parisons are given in Table v, and they may be compared by means of 
the ! test using the within cubicles variance. 
According to Prediction n, the non-anxious subjects should exceed 
the performance of the anxious subjects on a difficult task where learning 
TABlE V 
GROUP COMPARISONS RELEVANT FDR THE SPECIFIC EXPERIMENTAL 
HYPOTHESES: MEAN TRIALS TO CRITERION 
Difficult Maze 
Low Anxiety Massed .; Low Arudety Distributed 
19. 19.4 t = .13 
-
High Anxiety Massed ~High Anxiety Distributed 
28.4 18.8 i = 3.21* 
High Anxiety Massed )' Low Anxiety fMa:a·sed~·;~ "d 
28.4 19.0 t = 3.01* 
Easy Maze 
High Anxiety Massed < Low Anxiety Massed 
10.6 15.2 ~ = 1.54 
High Anxiety Massed ~ High Anxiety Distributed 
10.6 ll.O t =- .20 
Low Anxiety Massed ;; Low Anxiety Distributed 
15.2 13.2 t .67 
*Significant at the .01 level of probability 
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is by massed trials. The mean score for the anxious subgroup on the 
difficult task with massed practice is 28.4 and the. mean score for the 
non-anxious subgroup under the same condition is 19.0. The anxious 
subjects require mre trials than the non-anxious subjects and the 
ratio of this difference to its standard error gives a ! of 3.01 
significant at the .01 level of probability. 
Prediction III states that the anxious subjects should exceed 
the performance of the non-anxious group on an easy task where learn-
ing is by massed trials. On the easy maze, in massed practice, 
the score of the anxious subjects, Which is 10.6, is a lower score 
than the 15.2 of the non-anxious in the similar condition. However, 
this score is not significantly different though it approaches signi-
ficance at the .10 level of probability for a one-tailed test. 
The test of Prediction IV, that the anxious subjects should 
benefit more from greater distribution of learning trials on a diffi-
cult task than the non-anxious subjects, involves two subgroup com-
parisons. The score of the anxious group on the difficult task in 
massed practice is 28.4. This is different from the score of the 
anxious group on the difficult task in distributed practice which is 
18.8. Tbi9 difference is significant at the .01 level of probability, 
! is 3.21. However, the non-anxl.ous subjects do not differ from the 
massed to the distributed comition on the difficult ma.ze. The scores 
19.0 and 19.4 do not differ significantly, ! is .13. Since the anxious 
group on the difficult task differs from massed to distributed practice, 
going from a higher to a lower score, and the non-anxious does not 
differ from massed to distributed practice, then it can be seen that 
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the anxious do benefit more from distribution on a difficult task than 
do the non-anxious. 
Prediction V 11 that there should be less beneficial. effect from 
distribution for either group on an easy task than on a difficult 
task, involves the comparisons of the effects of distribution on the 
easy and difficult mazes. As was shown above, the anxious subjects 
do bemfit from distribution on the difficult maze. On the easy maze, 
the anxious subjects 1 maan score is 10.6 in the massed condition and 
~0 in the distributed condition. These scores are not significantly 
different, ! is .20. Also, the non-an:xious score, 15.2, in the massed 
' 
condition is not significantly different from the score in .the distri-
buted condition, 13.2, on the easy maze,· ! is .67. Therefore, 
neither group can be said to benefit from distribution on the easy 
maze. 
TOTAL ERROR SCORE 
The predictions were also tested with the total errors made in 
reaching the criterion. Since the scores t-end to yield a Poisson 
type of distribution, a transformation suggested by Freeman and Tukey 
( 5 ) was used in which 'JX l· v;-ri is substituted for each score. 
Table VI gives the man error scores and Table VII gives the mean error 
t ransformation scores for each group. Bartlett's test for homogeneity 
of variance applied to the error transformation score means gi ves a 
Chi-square of 2.81 which with seven degrees of freedom is not signif i-
cant. The anal;ysis of variance was applied to these scores and it is 
summarized in Table VII .:t. 
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TABLE VI 
MEAN ERROR SCORES 
Anxiety Difficulty Distribution 
Massed Distributed 
Easy 28.4 26.2 
Arudous 
Difficult 106.0 58.0 
Easy 51.2 34.6 
Non-anxious 
Difficult 75.4 60.4 
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TIABLE VII 
MEAN SCORES IN ERROR TRANSFORMATION UNITS 
Anxiety Difficulty Distribution 
Massed Distributed 
Easy 10.63 9.69 
Anxious 
Difficult 20.52 15.03 
Easy 13.84 10.59 
Non-a.rud.oua 
Difficult 16.91 15.46 
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TABLE VIII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ERROR TRANSFORMATION SCORES 
Source Degrees of Sum of Squares Mean 
Freedom Square 
Anxiety 1 .o6 .o6 
Distribution 1 3.12 3.12 
Difficulty 1 13.46 13.46 
Anxiety x Distribution 
Interaction 1 o.oo o.oo 
Anxiety x Difficulty 
Interaction 1 1.36 1.36 
Difficulty x Distribution 
Interaction 1 0.12 0.12 
Triple Interaction 1 429.~8 329.70* 
Within cubicles 32 303.60 9.49 
Total 39 751.40 
..Significant at the .01 level. of probability 
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Major Prediction 
In the anal~is of variance of the error transformation scores, 
only the triple interaction variance ratio is significant. 'rhe vari-
ance ratio, F, is 34.7 which with one and thirty-two degrees of fre&-
qcjm __ is significant beyond the .01 level of probability. The error 
data then, also support the main prediction. 
Figures 4, 5, and 6 are diagrams of the triple interaction in 
terms of the error transformation scores. Figure 4, like Figure 1, 
shows the effect of anxiety as a function of distribution and diffi-
culty. The mean scores are more variable amng tre anxious and with 
lower anxiety show less difference among groups. There is relatively 
no difference between scores for the anxious and non-anxious in the 
distributed conditions, but the anxious and non-anxious groups do 
differ in the massed conditbn. .As in Figure 1, the changes in score 
from high to low anxiety seem due to the massed condition rather than 
to high anxiety alone. 
Again Figures 5 and 6 are similar to Figures 3 and 4. · In terms 
of the error transformation scores as in terms of the trials :to cri-
terion scores, the trend is toward less difference among groups in 
the distributed condition than in the massed condition. Also, there 
is a general. tendency toward increased scores with increased difficulty 
except that here again the slope is greater for the high anxiety-massed 
practice group than for any other group. 
Minor Predictions 
The comparisons of error transformation scores for the subgroups 
relevant to the minor predictions are given in Table IX. 
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DM- Difficult Massed · 
DD - Difficult Distributed 
EM - Easy Massed 
ED - Easy Distributed 
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FIGURE 4. The effect of anxiety as a ftinction of 
difficulty and distribution in terms of 
error transformation score mean$ 
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FIGURE 5. The effect of distribution as a function 
of anxiety and difficul~in terms of error 
transformation score means 
l 0 
0 
Easy 
HM - High Massed 
1M - Low Massed 
HD - High Distributed 
LD - Low Distributed 
Difficult 
MAZE 
FIGURE 6. The effect of difficulty as a function 
of anxiety and distribution in terms of 
error transformation score means 
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TABLE IX 
GROUP COMPARISONS RELEVANT FOR THE SPECIFIC EXPERMNTAL 
PREDICTIONS: ERROR TRANSFORMATION SCORE MEANS 
Difficult Maze 
Low Anxiety M~sed 
-
Low Anxiety Distributed 
-16.91 15.46 
High Anxiety Massed ~ High Anxiety Distributed 
20.52 15.03 
High Anxiety Massed > Lcnr ..Anxiety Massed 
20.52 16.91 
Easy Maze 
High Anxiety Massed 
' 
Low Anxiety Massed 
10.63 13.84 
High Anxiety Massed 
10.63 
:; High Anxiety Distributed 
9.69 
Low Anxiety Massed !:!: Low A~ty Distributed 
13.84 10.59 
* Significant .at the .01 level of probability 
*lfSignificant at the .05 level of probability 
~ "' .80 
i -: 2.82* 
:!: ~ 1.8~ 
i = 1.65 
~ : .49 
! "' 1.65 
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For Prediction II, the non-anxious subjects should exceed the · 
performance of the anxious subjects on a difficult task where the 
learning is by massed practice. The anxious make more errors with 
a score of 20.52 than do the non-anxious with a score of 16.91. The 
difference is significant at the lJ5; level of probability, t is 1.85. 
According to Prediction TII, the anxious group should exceed 
the performance of the non-anxious on the easy task with massed 
practice. As with the trials to criterion score, the difference be-
tween the anxious massed group and the non-anxious massed group on the 
easy task is in the predicted direction . The lower score, 10.63, 
of the anxious massed group is superior to the 13.84 of the non-anxious 
massed, but the difference is not significant. 
Prediction IV, that the anxious subjects should benefit more 
.from greater distribution of learning trials on a difficult task than 
the non-anxious subjects, is supported in terms of the error transforma-
tion scores. The anxious subjects do differ from a massed practice 
score of 20 • .52 on the difficult task to a distributed practice score 
of 15.03 on the difficult task, ! is 2. 82, significant at the .01. 
level of probability. The non-anxious subjects with a score of 16.91 
in the massed condition-difficult maze, and score of 15.46 in the 
distributed condition-difficult maze do not differ significantly, ! 
is .80. 
Finally, neither group benefits from distribution on the easy 
task, in line with Prediction V. The anxious . massed score of 10.63 
is not significantly different .from the anxious distributed score of 
9 •. 69 on the easy task. Also, the non-anxious massed score of 13.84 
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on the easy task is not significantly different from the non-anxious 
distributed score of 10.59. 
The triple interaction, then, in both the trials to criterion· 
scores and the error transformation scores was significant, supporting 
the main prediction that the effect of anxiety on performance is a 
function both of task difficulty and degree of distribution. In the 
minor predictions as well, the error transform tion scores have agreed 
with the trials to criterion scores in supporting both the major and 
minor predictions. The following chapter will be a discussion o·f the 
conclusions and possible implications of these results. 
CHAPI'ER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS OF THE EXPERIMENT 
SUMMARY 
This experiment was designed to gain more mderstandmg of the 
way in which anxiety, a basic characteristic of the psychoneuroses, 
operates to influence behavior and performance. A particular concept-
ual system, reinforce.'l!lent theory, waa used because it seemed to lead 
the way to the necessary systematic investigation of anxiety which had 
previously been lacking in much of clinical research • . More specifi• 
cally, the experiment was designed to investigate whether the effect 
of anxiety on. performance is a fmction of ooth task difficulty and 
distribution of practice. 
In previous studies which have used this conceptual franework, 
anxiety was considered as having some of the characteristics of drive 
such that it may moti-vate behavior and its reduction may act as rein-
forcemnt. This concept of anxiety led prev:l.ous investigators to the 
prediction that the effect of anxiety on perfonnance is a function of 
the nature of the task. That is, increased anxiety would be expected 
to augment all response tendencies. In the simpler learning, condi-
tioning, the higher anxiety would lead to an increment in response. 
In the more complex trial-and-error learning, the effect of higher 
anxiety would depend upon the amount of response competition such that 
where there was greater response competition a decrement in per.ioi"JDalce 
would result., because the habit strength of the correct response was 
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assumed to be weaker than the habit strengths of the competing responses. 
The results of experiments have been in line with the prediction 
that the effect of anxiety on performance is a function of the nature 
of the task. The present wr:i. tar prefers the term 11 difficulty 11 '00 
refer to what the previous investigators called response competition, 
s:ince difficulty in the sense of requiring relatively ma.l\V learning 
trials seemd more adequately to fit the variable assumed in this ex-
periment to account for the response decrement in anxious subjects. 
Some evidence has been presented of a relationship between 
drive and inhibition such that t~ higher the level of drive, the 
greater the amount of inhibition that may be accumulated during learn-
ing trials. From this evidence it seemed likely that the performance 
decrement shown by the anxious subjects on a difficult task might be 
due to a greater build-up of inhibition in the anxious than in the 
non-anxious subjects during leaming trials. Also, since this deere-
ment for anxious subjects was found on difficult tasks requiring 
relatively many learning trials, it seemed that greater distribution 
might al101r the inhibition to dissipate and lead to better performance 
by the anxious subjects on a diff icult task. 
If part of the decrement shcmrr · by a.nxioue subjects on a difficult 
' 
task were due to ~ relative mass:ing of lea.n1ing trials, then the 
effect of anxiety would be a function of the distribution of practice 
as well as the task difficulty. To test this predicticm required an 
experiment With three independent variables so designed that their 
effects could be tested independently or in combination. The design 
selected was a triple classification analysis of variance in which 
··- - - . 
- ·-
~. - -
... - ... --- w- - -
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significance of the triple interaction variance ratio "WOuld be support-
ing of the prediction. In addition, the design allowed for testing 
of minor predictions concerning the differences between subgroups 
receiving different treatments. 
The experiment has demonstrated that the effect of anxiety is a 
function of the task difficulty and the conditions of distribution. 
That is, performance has been shown to be dependent on the combined 
effect of anxiety level, task difficulty, and degree of distribution. 
This has been demonstrated with two levels of anxiety, two levels of 
task difficulty, and two levels of distribution. 
That the effect of anxiety on performance is a function of task 
difficulty and degree of distribution is an extension of the earlier 
hypothesis that the effect of anxiety is a function of the difficulty 
or complexi. ty of task. As in previous investigations, it has been 
shown that in relatively massed practice the effect of anxiety is a 
function of task difficulty such that the mre anxious subjects ex-
ceed the performance of the less anxious subjects on an easy task, but 
on a difficult . task the less anxious subjects tend to exceed the pel"-
forma.nce of the mre anxious subjects. The extension of the theory 
fits the additional data of this experiment where the conditions of 
distribution have been varied. With relatively greater distribution 
the mre anxious subjects' performance on the difficu.l t task tends 
to be no different from that of the less anxious subjects. 
In this study, as in previous studies, anxiety was considered to 
have drive cha:mcteristics such that it may mtivate behavior and its 
reduction may act as reinforcenBnt. The predictions made here were 
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based upon the characteristics of drive., and the conformity of the 
data to these predictions supports this concept of anxiety as drive. 
In particular, the predictions concerning the effect of vary.i.ng 
levels of distribution with varied level of drive and task difficulty 
based upon a theoretical relationship of drive to inhibition., another 
conceptual variable in learning theory, support. the use of this concept-
ual system for the investigation of anxiety. 
The experimental. results, then, give additional information on 
the operation of anxiety in performance and support the use of a par-
ticular conceptual framework in the investigation or understanding 
of the effects of anxiety on performance. That is, the experiment 
leads to :mre understanding of a basic characteristic of the ps;y,cho-
neuroses, anxiety, and to a method or framework for investigation of 
a clinical problem. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The experimental results have direct implications for learning 
theory as ell as for paychopathology • . To the degree that psychotherapy 
is a type of learning or re-education, the conclusions are also valid 
for psychotherapy. 
From the experimental results it has been shown that the effect 
of anxiety on performance is a function of both task difficulty and 
degree of distribution. While with relatively massed practice, per-
formance becomes less efficient as anxiety and task difficulty increase, 
with more distributed practice efficiency does not fall off as task 
difficulty and anxiety increase. That is, high anxiety does not 
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necessarily lead to a decrease in efficiency, or, learning can go on 
under fairly high levels of anxiety provided the demands of the situa-
t ion are not too long sustained or provided there are rest periods. 
Not only can the anxious be as efficient on the difficult task, 
but over all have a greater range-· of perforJUnce. That is, the 
anxious groups showed greater mean score differences with different 
conditions of performance than did the non-anxious groups. One might 
say that the anxious are :roore sensitive to the changmg conditions 
than the non-anxious. 
Also, since the differences build up during the course of the 
learning trials, and do not appear inmediately, it seems that the 
score differences are due to processes going on during the mny learn-
ing trials rather than to inherent differences between the anxious and 
non-anxious in terms of learning capacity, and the apparent inefficiency 
is reversible • 
The.clinical implications of this study, that is, the implications 
£or psychopathology a:rxi psychotherapy cannot be any clearer than the 
conceptualization of anxiety iteelf and the role it plays in the psy-
choneuroses. As Mullahy ( 24 ) pointed out in a discussion of several. 
papers on anxiety, there is much disagreement concerning anxiety. The 
fact that an::xiety is considered so central. a factor in psychopathol.ogy 
may carry with it the connotation·that anxiety in itself is a patho-
logical condition.- However, the opinions seem to var-:r from the concep... 
tion of anxiety as a necessary and constructive phenomenon to the 
conception of anxiety as abnormal and destructive. 
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Perhaps solE of the disagreement has depended upon the view of 
anxiety as a qualitative rather than a quantitative phenomenon. Impli-
citly~ in speald.ng of anxiety, the clinician is often refeiTing to 
fairly high levels of anxiety which cause fairly great discomfort and 
which, if long suatained~ might well lead to physical. hann or damage. 
This extreme or high anxiety is that which necessitates the ~trongl.y 
fixated or rigid defenses seen in the ps,ychoneuroses and psychoses 
which defenses· J'JAY not be necessary for the avoidance or control of 
mderate or slight anxiety" 
If anxiety is seen as a drive or an activator of behavior which 
may vary from very .low levels to very high levels~ some of the disagree-
ment may be cleared up. As anxiety increases from barely perceptible · 
degrees to higher levels, the urgency of some anxiety reducing activity 
becomes greater. When anxiety reaches extreme heights~ behavior or 
activity of some sort, whether suitable to the situation or not, may 
in itself be somewhat anxiety reducing. As suggested by Kimble ( 17 )~ 
the anxious, or high drive subject will continue an activity longer 
without rest than the non-anxious" 
One point stands out. That is~ the experimental results would 
indicate that anxiety need not be disorganizing of behavior or perfor-
mance. If one understands the anxiiety referred to by clinicians as 
being high anxiety in the framework of anxiety as drive, this amd.ety 
need not result in impaired function. If the eff'ect of arudety were 
a function of task difficulty or complexity alone, it would seem that 
as anxiety increased it might lead to increasingly disorganized or 
impaired fm.ction. Hanfmann ( 8 ) emphasizes the disruptive eff'ects 
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of anxiety, and states that the findings of psychological studies 
indicate two patterns characteristic of the individual functioning 
under anxiety, that performance appears disorganized and fragmented, 
or else rigid and inhibited. One might conclude that the anxious per-
son is just inc~pable of understanding or of performing effectively 
in a complex or difficult situation. However, as can be seen from 
the experimental results, the anxious subject can equal the performance 
of the non-anxious subject under soma conditions, even on the difficult 
task, and can exceed the perfonnance of the non-anxious on the simpler 
task. The effect of anxiety in producing abnormal or impaired behavior 
is not a direct or simple one. 
This complex effect of anxiety on performance may in part lead 
to the difficulties clinicians have had in detecting or measuring im-
pairment in the psychoneuroses and psychoses. The results of this 
experiment seem to conform with the general findings in the measuring 
of deficit. Hmt and Cofer ( 14 ) have found that psychological· defi-
cit, in general, shows up as th! tests or tasks used for measurment 
become .~ more difficu1 t, require sustained application, and involve 
speed of response. In the present experiment, poorer perf'ormance of 
the anxious subjects came on the more difficult task requiring sustained 
application.. where speed was somewba t emphasized, in the massed practice 
condition. In part, the disagreement or difficulty in measur:ing im-
pairment might well be due to differing test or task conditions such 
that one investigator finds impairment and another does not. The 
technique and results of this experiment might well apply to too measure-
ment of deficit in the psychoneuroses and ps~~hoses. 
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To determine more definitely the relationship of anxiety to 
impaired performance more research is needed. First, the application 
or repetition of the eJCPeriment with other levels of difficulty and 
other degrees of distribution is _suggested. The degree of diatribu-
tion in the present experiment may not have allowed sufficient time 
for complete dissipation of the inhibition accumulated by the anxious 
subjects on the difficult task. It would be help.tul to lmow whether 
. 
nth even greater distribution the anxious subjects would exceed the 
performance of the non-anxious subjects on the more difficult task 
rat her tba.n merely equaJ.ling it. Also, it would be helpful to lmow 
"'lhether there is a point of task difficulty such that the anxious 
would be unable to equal the performance of the non-anxious even with 
greater distribution. Perhaps there are other ways in which amdety 
may cause impairment other than through the build:ing up of inhibition 
on a dif fieul t task requiring many learning trials. It al~o ·seems 
possible that with greater distribution on an easy task that the 
· non-anxious subjects would perform less well. There is a suggestion 
of such a trend in the results. Too great distribution rl th a low 
level of anxiety might allow forget:t;.ing between trials. 
In this eJCPeriment only tre extremes of the range of "normal" 
anxiety were used. It would be helpful to know what the effects of 
manipulation of task difficulty and di.stribution would be with the 
middle range of anxiety. It would seem that on a particular task 
with a particular degree of distribution, increasing anxiety should 
lead to better performance up to a certain height of anxiety, after . 
which point performance 110uld begin to drop. In a pilot study the 
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author found some evidence that the best learners were those with a 
fairly high level of anxiety not far ~low the anxious group of this 
study. 
The restU. ts seem to have a fairly direct application to learning 
theory, and specifically to reinforcement theory. To the extent 
that the term "drive" can be substituted for the term anxiety, the 
experimental results are directly applicable. However, it is suggested 
that the experiment be repeated with different tasks, different drives, 
and with anil!lals to insure the generality of these relationships. For 
example, 'WOuld the same results be found with animls using the hunger 
drive as motivation? 
The application of the experimental. results to other clinical 
problema depends upon the state of theory in this field and is more 
diffieul t because of present differences of opinion in this area. As 
well as differences in th~ definition of anxiety, there are differ-
ences in the concepts of its causes, and the role it plays m path-
ology, and in the concepts of pathology and psychotherapy. Mowrer 
( 23 ), for exanple, sees aP..xiety as arising out of repressed super.. 
ego and interprets Freud's ( 6 ) conception of anxiety as arising out 
of repressed id impulses. The differing concepts of the source of 
anxiety would very likely lead to different concepts of psychotherapy. 
Hawe-.er, m:>st would agree that anxiety is a state of tension 
or discomfort caused by stress or conflict and that it acts as a 
signal or activator of behavior. Pathology can be considered learned 
be:b..a vior and psychotherapy as a kind of learning. If anxiety is con-
sidered as an activator of belavior, and as a state of discomfort or 
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tension which may becone sufficiently intense as to require the use 
of -abnormal defense mechanisms for its reduction and control, then 
the clinical. relevance of the experimental results is clear. Anxiety 
may be instiru.mantal in activating abnormal behavior and also seelll! 
necessary for psychotherapY' • .. 
If anxiety plays as important a part in human learning as 
Mowrer ( 22 ) has suggeste,d and as important a part in pathology 
as Freud ( 6 ) has suggested, the results of the experiment have sig-
nificant implications . To the extent that psychopathology can b 
considered the sane as learned behavior and to the extent that psycho-
therapy is a form of learning or relearning, the results are directly 
applicable from one area to another. 
Of course, psychotherapy and the kind of leaming that goes on 
outside the laboratory are far more complex types of behavior than 
the tasks of the experiment. They also involve variables other than 
those considered here.. As well as involv:ing greater comp1~Jd. ty, psy-
chotherapy and learning involve understanding of what is to be learned, 
of content, as well as the learning process. The solution of clinical 
problems demands a mu1. ti-dimensional approach such as can be oi'.fered 
from other fields of psychology. The learn:ing theorists offer one 
approach which may be related to the approach from social, culttn"a1 1 
or psychoanalytic studies. 
If anxiety is the important motivational variable in human learn-
ing, abnormal behavior, and psychotherapy, considerably more research 
is needed on anxiety. So far, little investigation .has been;· J~arried 
out on anxiety directly and the present experiment is a contribution 
in this direction. 
APPENDIX A 
Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale 
The Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale is a part of the Iowa 
Biographical Inventory. Permission to reproduce the inventory for 
experimental use was granted by Dr. I. E. Farber of the State Univer-
sity of Iowa. 
Since the instructions with the inventory were instructions for 
use with .a machine scored answer sheet and the answer sheet used in 
the experiment was somewhat different, the instructions were revised 
as below. 
Rev.i.sed Instructions 
"The booklets I have distributed are questionnaires which will 
be used to help in selecting subjects for a learning experiment. In 
addition to the question booklet, each of you has an answer booklet 
in which to record his answers to the questions. 
"Do not write or mark on the booklet labeled Biographical In-
ventory. Your answers to the statements in the Inventory are to be 
recorded only on the separate answer sheet. 
"Print your name, the date of your birth, age, sex, etc., in 
the blanks provided on the first page of the answer sheet. You do 
not need special pencils for this answer booklet. The statements 
on the front page of the in...entory refer only t.o the use of a special 
sheet for machine scoring. 
"The statemmts in the Biographical Inventory represent experi-
ences, ways of doing things, or beliefs or preferences that are true 
of sone people but are not true of others. You are t.o read each 
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statement and decide whether or not it is true with respect to your-
self'. If it is true or mostly true mark through the T beside the 
number of tl'e answer booklet which corresponds to the number of the 
statement. If' the zstatement is not usually true or is not true at 
all, mark through the F beside the number which corresponds to the 
number in the inventory. You must answer the statement as carefully 
and honestly 88 you can. There are not correct or wrong answers. We 
are interested in the way you work and the things you believe .. 
"Remember, mark the T if the statement is true or mostly true; 
mark the F if the statement is false or mostly false. Be sure to 
marlc the T or F which is numbered the sane as the item you are an-
swering. Mark an answer for each item as you come to it; be sure to 
marie one answer and onzy O.ne for each item. 
"Take as an example, the item: 'I would like to be an artist.' 
If you woUld like to be an artist, that is, if the statement is true, 
you would mark the T. If the statement were false, you would mark 
the F.. If you have any questions, please ask tbam now. You may go 
ahead, mark the answer sheet iDmediately." 
Anxiety Scale Responses: Possible score a 5 
T responses: items 1, 14, 18, 22, 25, 26, 33, 34, 42, 5 , 54, 
62, 66, 10, 14, 78, 82, 86, 9 ' 92, 96, 104, 108, 116, 120, 124, 128, 
132, 140, 144, 148, 152, 156. 160, 164, 168, 172, 176, 180. 
F responses: items 2, 6, 10, 30, 38, 46, 58, 100, 112, 136, 184. 
The L Scale 
The L scal..e was used to eliminate faJ.se low anxiet y scores. Any 
subject scoring as high as 7 on the L scale was not used in the experiment. 
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L Seal Responses: Possible score : 15 
F responses: items 12, 24, 36, 48, 60, 721 84, 102, 114, 126, 
135, 145, 147' 159, 171. 
The inventory and sample answer sheet follow. 
BIOGRAPHI CAL DJVENTORY 
(A, R, Ho, L, and K~cales ~ 1952 Revision) 
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..Y~ . 
Do not write or mark on t h is booY.J.et in a!"lY way., Ycur answers to the state-· 
ents in~his inventory are to be re~orded ~ on the f-eQara~ Answer Sheeto 
Print your name, the date~ the date of your birt.h, age , f:ex, et.c~ , in the 
l.anks provided on the Answer Sheet~ Use only the £.P~l ,EenSl, provided for 
his test; this pencil nmst be '\A.sed because the Answer Sheet will be checked by a 
achine Q If your special pencil runs out of lead, get another pencil from the 
x:aminer o Do not use any other type of pencil. After you have completed filling 
n the blar~s, finish reading these instructions. 
The statements in this booklet. represent experiences, ways of doing things :' 
r beliefs c-r preferences that a1·e true of some people but are not true of others c-
JU are t o read e ach stat ement and decide whether or not it is true with respeot. 
J yourself o I f it is t~u.e '.:rr mostJ..y true, blacken the answer space in column T 
n the Answe r Sheet in thEt~row n::unber ed the sa1m as the statement you are answer-~ 
'l.g ,, If the sta t ement is ~:2!: :~s u.a~~.l tru~. or is not ~~at all, blacken the 
oace in column F in t he m:Jnbe.red "'.'OWo You rm.1st ar.swer the statement as ca!"efully 
)d honestly as 'You can. '~'here are no correct or wrong answers; We are inter este d 
1. the way you work a nd in t he things~l! believe ~ · 
Rememberz Mark ·the answer space in column T if the statement is true or 
Jstly true; mark the answer space in co1umn F "if the stat ement is falso or 
Jstly false o Be sure f!ihe space y ou blacken i s in the row numbered tnesame as 
1e item you are answering o Use only the first two columns~ the ones labeled T 
1.d ]:,0 Mark each i tern as you come to it; be sure you ma:' k ~.r and only one, -
1swe~ space for each itemo Her e is an example~ 
'I' F 
I would like to be an art i s t 
1\ l ! 
: you: would like to be an artist, th at is, if the statement is true as far as you 
~e concerned, you would mark the a nswer space under T c I f the stat ement is 
tlse, you w0uld mark the space under E-
If you ha-ve any questions, please ask them nowo 
DO Nai' :MARK ON THIS BOOKLET 
I am o.f-::.en .sick to my stomach. 
I do not tire quickly. 
Some people are S ·J br-ssy that I 
fe e l like doing the opposite of 
what they r equest vven though I 
know they are rtght., 
I am cften the last one to give 
up trying to do a thing . 
I have had p eriods in which I 
~arried on activities without 
knowing later what I had been 
doing. 
I am about as ne rvous as other 
peopleo 
I think a ~eat many people exag-
gera~e the ir misfcr~unes in order 
to gain the sympat hy ~~d help of 
o-t.hers. 
I feel that· I have often b een 
punished withou·t. cause o 
There is some thing wrong with my 
Dindo 
I have very f ew headaoheso 
There is usually only cn e best 
way t.o solve most problems~ 
I would r a the r win than lose in 
a game. 
MY hearing is apparently as good 
as that of most peopleo 
I ·;to!t"k 'Ollds-i."' C.1 : gt'aQ.~- .aa~.l o::r · 
FJ'~tl1~~ , - -
I tend to be on my guard with 
people wh~ a re somewhat more 
friendly than ~ expected~ 
I prefer work that r equires a greav 
deal of attention to detailQ 
My neck spots with red ofteno 
Page 2 
18., I cannot kee p my mind on one 
t hing 0 
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19. I have had very few quarrels with 
members of my familye 
20. I am sure I get a raw deal out of 
lifeo 
2-· ..!..2 I have a cough most of the time . 
22o I worry over money and business~ 
23o I often become so w~apped up in 
someth:Ln :~ I ar.1 doing t,hat I find 
it, dj.ffj_,·~~.lt, t,o t~r'n my atten·tion 
to other na:t-t.ers o 
2h., I do not like everyone I know, 
25? I have dia.r:t>hea (tt the rum;n ) onc·.e 
a month or moreo 
26r. I :frequent.ly not..ice Il\'1- hand shakes 
when I try to do some"t,hing 0 
27. I've noticed tha t I l e t a lot of 
mimportant things irritate meo 
28. I prefer doing one thing at a 
time to keeping several projects 
going., 
29. I can sleep during the day but 
not at night. 
30. I blush as often as otherso 
3lo I t hink nearly anyone would tell 
a lie to keep out of trouble 11 
32 ~ It, take s me a long time to ge"';;. 
over being angryo 
33o I have nightmares every few nightso 
34o I worry quite a bit over possible 
trouble s ., 
35o I disl:Lke to change my plans in 
the midst of a n unde:t'takingo 
36o Once in while I pu-G off until 
tomo:..'"!'·ow what I ought to do t-oday o 
I ha','8 t 2er1 t ol d -~J.nt I wJ.lk 
during sleep~ 
I . I practically never blush-.. 
1. In my dayd.reams, I often get the 
better of someone else. 
l. I never miss going to church" 
. . I have used alcohol excessively • 
· ~ I am often afraid that I am going 
to blush. 
.. 
0 
' o 
0 
' o 
. ~ 
<) 
I am agajnst givir~ money to 
beggarso 
I have had quite a few quarrels 
with members of my familyo 
My parents and family ~lnd more 
fault with IIE than they shouldo 
My hands and feet are usua~ly 
·wa:cm enougho 
I woul d like a p osi t. ion which 
requires f re q1.1.Bnt ch anges from 
one kind of t ask to another. 
I like to know some important 
people b ecau~e it makes me fe el 
important. 
I have reason for feeling j ealou.s 
of one or more members of my 
family. 
I sweat very easily even on cool 
dayso 
I am often tempted to go out of 
my way to win a point with some~· 
one who has opposed me a 
I usually maintain my avm opin:Lons 
even though many other ps ople m~y 
have a different view ~ 
I love my mother9 
When e mbarrassed I often break 
out in a sweat which is very 
anno;wing~ 
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55.) I find it hard to make talk when 
I meet new people o 
56. Families are frequentl:t. _. ?.:- nuisance. 
57. My mother is a good woman. 
58. I do not ~ften not:L-Je my heart 
pc'th'1ding and I am seldom short of 
breath, 
59 o I f'ir.d i t easy to stick to a cer-
tai."1 s chsdule ; once I have start.ed 
on it~ 
60 ., 
6'1 .... ~ 
65. 
68 ~ 
70 • 
:WJ:y t able manners are not quite as 
good at h ome as when I am out in 
company~ 
I love my fathers 
I f eel hungry almost all the timeo 
I fe el mildly r es entful much of 
the time. 
I believe women ought to have as 
much sexual freedom as men., 
My father is a good man. 
Often my bowels don't move f or 
several days at a tima. 
People oft en disappcin~ meo 
I am irritated a great deal more 
than people are aware of~ 
I usually expect to succeed in 
things I do. 
I have a great d eal of stomach 
trouble. 
?L, I do not en j oy having t.o adapt 
myself to new and urrJ.sual sitt:.a-
tions .. 
72() If I c ould get; into a mov:~.e ·.~:iJ:-h·-­
out p ayi.'1g and b e sure I r;as no;0 
seen I would probably do it q 
, • Nfy f amily does not lilm t ll<~ wo~'k 
• 
• 
0 
• 
I have chosen (or the wcrk I intend 
to choose for my life work)c 
At times I lose sleep over worry. 
Something exasperates me almost 
every day. 
I prefer to stop and think before 
I aot even on trifling fl<ltterso 
I like to study and read about 
things that I'm working a to 
My sleep is r estless and disturbedo 
It makes me impatient to have 
people ask my advice or otherwise 
li1terrupt me when I am working on 
something importa.."1.t o 
It annoys me to be called la7.y.} 
. The only i..7J.t ores~ing parts of news-
papers is the 11 f':.:..."1.niesli • 
I often dream about- things I don 1·t. 
like to t ell other people., 
I would not like the k:'.1.nd of work 
'which involve s a large number of' 
differen~ activitieso 
I do not r ead every editorial in 
the newspaper every day. 
My sex life is satisfacto:r·yc 
I am easily embarrassedo 
I would rate myself as an impul= 
si ve individual. 
I try to follow a program of life 
based on duty9 
Ch ildren should be taugh-t. all the 
ooin f a.cts of sex, 
1~ feelings are hurt easier than 
most pt::JOpl ec 
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Bc>.ge 4 
It takes a lot of argument to con-
vince most people of the truth. 
92o I often find myself worrying about 
something" 
9.3.. I am very religious (more than 
most people)., 
ol. ..'1~·0 I have kept a carei'ul diary over 
a period of yearsc 
I find it hard to set aside a taslc 
that I have unde :;.-Gaken, even for a 
short i:.ime~ 
96" I wish I could be as happy as 
othel'S n 
97 ~ I believe there is a God. 
98. I deeply dislike one or more pei"'·--
sons whom I see almost every day o 
99o MY interests tend to change quickly~ 
lOOo I am usually calm and not easily 
upset a 
101. I believe in a life hereafter ., 
102. Sometimes when I am not fe eling 
well I am cross~ 
lOJo Politics are nothi.."rlg but self·· 
interost, and grafto 
104o I rJ.r-y easily. 
l.0.5v A minister can cure disease by 
praying and pu:tting his hand on 
your head, 
106. I usually find t-hat m;y- own way of 
attacking a problem j.s best, e·ven 
though it doesntt always seem to 
work in the beginning., 
107~ It makes me uncomfortable to put 
on a stunt at a party even when 
others are doing the same sort of 
thi.."lg .., 
.:!8 ~ I fee l anxious aboilt soTIB thing or 
~omeone almost all of the timeo 
09. I frequently find it necessary 
to stand up for what I think is 
right., 
10. Most people are honest entirely 
through f ear of being ?aught. 
ll,. I dislike having to l earn new 
ways of doing things<) 
_2. I am happy most of the timew 
.3. My soul sometimes leaves my body. 
.4 ~ At tilres I f eel like swearingo 
Page 5 
12 6.- Once in a while I laugh at a 
dirty joke., 
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127. Peop+e generally demand respect 
for their own rights but are unwill~ 
li1g to r espect the rights of othersp 
128. I have often felt that I faced so 
many diff icUlties I could not over~ 
come them. 
129. I believe in law enforcement. 
130o I am usually able to keep ·at a 
job longer than most peopleo 
131. I often think "I wish I were a 
,child a gain." 
.5. If I let people see the way I feel~ 132 ~ 
l'd be considered a hard person 
At times I have been worried be-
yond reason~bout something that 
really did not matter. to get along with. 
6. It makes i:ne nervous to have to 
wait. 
7 0 At times I am all full of energyo 
3. I like a great deal of variety 
in my work .. 
(~ Gritioism or scolding hurts me 
terribly. 
)., At times :t am so r estless that I 
cannot sit i n a chair for very 
long . 
• 
I am liked by most peopl e who 
know me., 
I've met a lot of children who 
would benefit from a good spank-
ing. 
I am a m3thodical person in what-
ever I do. 
S ome·t.imes I become so excited 
that I find it hard to get to 
sleep o 
As a youngster I was suspended 
from school one or mo re times 
for cutting up. 
133.. It would be better if almost all 
laws were thrown away. 
134~ I frequently r evise my op~~ons 
of people in a downward direction. 
135. I do not always tell the truth. 
136. I do not have as many f ears as rrry 
frien:ls. 
137. I enjoy children. 
138.. I think it is usually wise to do 
things in a conventional way. 
139 .. It is generally a mistake to main-
tain a friendship with the same 
person over a long period of time4 
140 . I have been afraid of things or 
people that I knew could not hurt 
me. 
141. I am never happi er than when aloneo 
142, Often I can 1 t unde rstand why I 
have been so cross and grouchyo 
143. I always finish tasks I start!' 
even if they are not very impor~ 
tanto 
I certainly feel useless at timesc 
;o I get angry sometimes 3 
> .. 
·• 
I 
... 
0 
.  
0 
Q 
• 
• 
.. 
When you come right dmvn to it9 
there are only a few people whom 
you are likely to find companion-
ableo 
I gossip a little at times. 
I find it hard to keep rrry mind on 
a task or job., 
Most any time I would rather sit 
and daydream than to do anything 
elseo 
People who go about their work 
methodically are aJ.most always the 
most su:>cessf'ul, 
I often feel like a powder keg 
ready to e:xplode., 
I am more self-conscious than. 
most people. 
I have the wanderlust and am never 
happy unless I am roaming or 
traveling about Q 
At times I feel lilre smashing 
things" 
When I have undertaken a task, I 
find it difficult to set it aside 9 
even for a short timeo 
I am the kind of person who takes 
things hardo 
At times it has been impossible 
for me to keep from stealing or 
shopliJ.'·Ling soiTB thir.t;., 
No one ca:.."os much ·what happens to 
you. 
Once in a while I think of things 
too bad to talk abouto 
I am a very nerous personQ 
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1610 Som0tiTrrc s I f <1el as if I must injure 
ei thor n1.y:3,;!lf or someone else & 
167. 
168. 
I of·~en find myself thinking of the 
sa.rc.e tu-:-te or phrase for days at a 
t.iiD9 0 
I am often said to be hot-headed 0 
Life is often a strain for meD 
If people had not had it in for me 
I would have been much more success-
ful. 
At periods my mind seems to work 
more slowly than usual~ 
I have a wo:r-k and study schedule 
which I follow carefully. 
At times I think I am no good at 
alL 
169o I believe I am being followed~ 
170o 
l?L 
172 ., 
175o 
177~ 
Most people will use somewhat un-
fair means to gain profit or an 
advantage rather than to lose. 
Soraet.i:me s at elections I ·Jvote for 
men abod whom I know ve:r·y little. 
I am not at all confident of 
myself~ 
Someone has been trying to influ-
ence rrry mindo 
I usually check more than once to 
be sure that I have locked a door, 
pu·l:, out the light, or something of 
the sorto 
I easily become impatient with 
peopleo 
At, ·t:hnes I feel that I am gci..11g 
to ora0k up. 
Someone has control over my mindo 
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Page 7 
8. I hava ofi;en TIE G people who were 195., I have ·t a 1~9n a gcod m&."ly course s 
·:.n i:he f.f·\ li' of the moment" 
o. 
1. 
supposed to be experts who were no 
better than I. 
I have never done anything dan·· 
gercus for the. thrill d it Q 
I dontt like to face a diffictuty 
or ma.ke an important decision. 
At one or more times in cry life I 
.felt that someone was making me do 
things by hypnotizing me. 
I have ~ften found people jealous 
of lTJY good ideas just b ecause 
196 , Whe.i in a. group of people I have 
"\:.:rouble 't·hinking of the right 
things to talk about. 
197~ There are persona who are trying 
to s t eal rrry thouglrts and ideas o 
198 o Almost every day s omething happens 
to frighten JIB " 
Some of my family haYe habits that 
bothe r and annoy me very ~che 
they had not, thought of them f:irst~ 200o I believe that promp~ness is a 
very important personality ch~ae­
teristic ~ It is always a good t h ing to be 
frank. 
'4o I am very confident of myself o. 
15. I belie ve I am being plott ed 
agains'to 
,6, What others think of me does n ot 
bother TIE , 
,., 
I (() 
B. 
I think a great ma.ny people exag-
gerate their misfortlli"les to get 
the sympathy and help of others Q 
I have a habit of collecting 
various kinds of cbjects~ 
9. Someone has been trying to poison 
rre Q 
0,, There s eems to be a lump ia my 
throat much of the tir.J.eo 
0 
I have never felt better in my 
life ·:;bc?.n I do now. 
I like to l et people know where I 
s tand on things a 
Someone ha s been trying to rob 
me o 
Several ti~ s a ·week I f eel as if 
some thing dreadful is &bout to 
·happen . 
201. I c J>mmonl y hear voices wit.hot'..t. 
kaowing where they c orne fron,. 
202 ~ I get mad easily and get over it 
s oon. 
203 ., I am afraid of finding myself in 
· a closet or small close d placeo 
2G4. When I am with pec,ple.:L an 
bothered by hear:!...'lg vei 'Y queer 
t h ongs, 
I d ':'\ IL '~ t..::'"',{ ·Lo GC VE:I' up TT! pe>oY., 
cpin:L:·n 0:::' ~:i:ty of a persor. .o 
that he won 1 t krlcwv how I f eelo 
206 '" My inter ests chcmge very quickly. 
20'?.) I see things or animals or people 
around me tha t othet•s do not e:ee o 
208o I have oft-en been :'fr:.ght.ened in 
tbe middle of the night.~ 
209Q I have periods in which I f eel 
urr~sually cheerful wi~1out any 
specia l r eason. 
210~ Evil spir its possess me at timeso 
I 0ommonly wo::de::- what hidden 
r eason .:lnot,he:::· person may have 
for doing aomGthing ni0e f or meo 
I 
• 0 I am troubled by disco~rrort in 
the pit '>f rey stomach every few 
days or oftener. 
I like to visit places where I 
have never been before, 
It is the slow~ steady worker who 
usually ac~cmplishes the most in 
the end., 
At tirEs my thoughts hnve raced 
ahead fast er than I could speak 
them. 
I am not afraid to handle money~ 
7. I am easily awakened by noi~e~ 
s. 
1. 
o. 
1., 
2o 
0 
• 
I like to poke fun at people~ 
I oan easily make other people 
afraid of me, and sor.1e t::.mea do f or• 
the fun of it~ 
I am always careful about my 
man nor Gf dress~ 
I am worried about sex Batterse 
It ooes not bothe r me partiC'Ularly 
to see animals suffer. 
There are certain p eople I dislike . 
so much that I am inwardly pleased 
when they are catching it for 
something they've done~ 
I usually d :l.sl·l.ke to set aside a 
task that I have unde:ctaken until 
it is finishe do 
Sometime s I a m strongly attract ed 
by the persor.al articles of ot~he rs 
such as s."loe s, glove s,~~ et c o.9 so 
that I want to handle or steal 
them though I have no use for them. 
I get anxious and upset when I have 
to make a short trip away froB home ~ 
I am inclined to go froB or.e 
activity to a notre r wi·i:.hout contin-
uing with any one for too long a time ·" 
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228 <> Every'i:.hing t aete s the sameo 
'229u It is safer i:.o t:rust nobody o 
230. I f eel uneasy indoorso 
23L No one cares illi:tch what happens 
to you& 
232" I pref e r to d o thjngs acco:rdi~g 
to a routine wh i0h I plan mya 8l. f o 
233, Horses that don't pull ought to 
be beaten or kicked. 
~34.., Any man who is able and willing 
to work ha;'d has a goccl chan~e 
of succeeding.., 
235 .~ The future is t oo uncertain fo:~ 
a person i:.o make serious plans 9 
236o I always put on and take off 
my ~:!. . c;thes in the same order " 
2.37 u I bel~:..E-ve my sins are unpardon-
able , 
238" Somotim0s I enjoy hurting pe rs:ons 
I love 0 
239 ,. I am often afraid of the d ark. 
240. I b elieve I am a condemned p erson, 
, · - 72 -
Nam0 Birthdate ..:. go Sex Course . 
-------- __ _.._; --- --- -'---
1~ 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
g . 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
l b. T F 
11. T F 
12. T F 
13. T F 
14. T F 
15. T F 
16. T F 
17. T F 
18. T F 
19.. T F 
20 . T F 
21. T F 
22. T F 
23.. T F 
24. T F 
25. T F 
26. T F 
27. T F 
28 . T F 
29 . T F 
30 . T F 
31 . T F 
32 . T F 
33. T F 
34. T F 
35. T F 
36. T F 
37. T F 
38. T F 
39. T F 
40. T F 
41. T F 
42. T F 
43. T F 
44. T F 
45. T F 
56. T F 
47. T F 
48 . T F 
49. T F 
50. T F 
51. T F 
52. T F 
53. T F 
54. T F 
55. T F 
56. T F 
57. T F 
58, T F 
59. T F 
60. T F 
61. T F 
62. T F 
63. T F 
64. T F 
65. T F 
66.. T F 
67. T F 
68 . T F 
69. T F 
70o T F 
71 . T F 
72. T F 
73. T F 
74. T F 
75. T F 
76. T F 
7?. T F 
78. T F 
79. T F 
80. T F 
81.. T F 
82. T F 
83. T F 
84. T F 
85. T F 
86$ T F 
87. T F 
88~ T F 
89. T F 
90. T F 
91. T F 
92.. T F 
93. T F 
94. T F 
95. T F 
96. T F 
97~ T F 
98. T F 
99. T F 
100. T F 
1 01. T F 
102. T F 
103. T F 
104. T F 
105. T F 
106. T F . 
107. T F 
108. T F 
lOg. T F 
110. T F 
1116 T F 
112. T F 
113. T F 
114. T F 
115. T F 
116. T F 
117. T F 
118. T F 
119. T F 
1?.0. rr Ti' 
r 
12lc-
124. 
13.'3. 
134. 
135. 
T F 
T F 
T F 
T 
·r 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
T F 
T F 
F 
139t ' T 
F 
F 
F 
l45o 
·146. 
14?o 
148. 
F 
T .F 
T F 
T F 
T F 
'1' . F 
'1' F 
1~. T F 
152~~ T F 
153. T F 
154 .. T F 
155~ T 
156. T. 
. 157 o T 
l58o T 
159., T 
l.60o T 
161~ T 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
164. T F 
182. ·_ T F . 
163. _. t :, F 
•• ... 4 
l.B4o T. F 
1. 
185. T 
186, T 
l87, T F \ 
188. T 
189. T 
190. T 
191. T 
192.. T 
lt¥3 • . T 
F 
F 
F 
l95ct T F 
'· 
.. 
l 
\ 1 
222. T F 
213. · T F 
-· 2}.h. T F 
215o 
216. 
217 .. 
218. 
219. 
221. 
223. 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
224o •r -F 
225o T F . 
-.....,_ 
f : .. ~: . -7s.. -
?1>6o · · (;-·y---- -··-~)"6'~~,. -.t'=---- ·7"·7z6r·-~---T· ·· .. ~.- ..... . 
~.67 o T 
168o T F 
F 
l70o T 
F 
172. T F 
l73o T F 
114 T F 
175. il F 
1761> ·r F 
'"J.'f7o T V 
178. ~· F 
J..79o 0 r ·. 
)13D~- -r~-- · Y ~· 
- -""' ~ - __ ,_.., .. ... · 
/ 
/ 
l97e T 
:!..?8. ? 
199. T 
200e T 
2(11. T 
F ; 
F 
' 1'' 
F 
F 
Zl14~t T F 
ic$. T F 
' 2(16.. qt 
. .iff~., T 
. i 
y .. 
f 
eoa.. T .· F 
.. ·' 
wo _ T F 
fi?W"' T F 
227. T p 
' ~ . 
.·' 
.• r ~ 
·· "23.3. T F 
>' 
~34., T F 
2.l5o 'I' F 
. .. · 
F 
F 
F 
F 
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LEARNING INSTRUCTIONS 
For Massed Prac.tice 
"This is a learning experiment. What you are to learn is a 
series or aequence of 'rights' and 'lefts' a sort of verbal maze . 
"I lfi.ll operate this memory drum from behind this screen. (Sub-
ject is shown drtm.) When it starts, an asterisk or star will appear 
in this windovr. It will be exposed for a short time, then the drum 
will move and a blank space will appear. After a short time the word 
'left' or the word 'right' will appear and te exposed for a short 
t ime. After the word, there will be a blank space, and after the blank 
apace, the word 'left' or the word• 'right. • This will be repeated 
unt il the whole series has been shown . When the asterisk at:~pears 
again in the window it indicates that the list is about to begin 
again. 
"Your task is to learn to say aloud each word of the series be-
fore it appears in the wmdovr, using the word just before it as your 
cue . The first time through the series, say in a clear voice each 
word as you see it. After the first time, on all trials after the 
first, as soon as you see the word 'right' or 'left,' try to say the 
word that comes after it before it appears . Each word, then, is 
. tl'e cue for the following one . 
"Don't be a.:t'raid to call them out if you think you have any 
idea what they are . However, if you should make a mistake or if 
you don ' t know the correct response, give it when it does appear. 
In other words, give the response before it appears if possible, but 
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if not possible, say it 'When it does appear. You will still have 
time for the following anticipation. 
"That is all. Rememoor, the first time through, say them as 
you see them. After that, try to anticipate them. Always give 
a verbal response, either tm correct anticipation or the correction .. 
Your score is the number of trials to learn the series." 
For .Distri.l:u ted Practice 
For . distributed practice, the following paragraph was inserted 
between the third and fourth paragraphs of the above instructions: 
"After each trial, I will stop the drum and you can take a rest 
during which time you may look through or read this magazine. Do 
not try to rehearse the list during the rest period. When I am 
about to start the drum again, I will say, 'Ready' •" 
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ABSTBACT 
Since the chief characteristic of the psychoneuroses is 
anxiety, a better understanding of the way in which it operates to 
influence behavior or performance should lead to a better understanding 
of these disorders. Relati~ely few psychological investigations have 
been focused spec:i.f'icaJ,J.y on anxiety, but an approach to the experi-
mental. in~estigation of the! effect of anxiety on behavior has been 
begun by some of' the learning theorists. Mowrer' s development of 
the concept of anxiety as drive seems to lead the way for a systematic 
investigation Which has previously been lacking. Anxiety is conceived 
of as a secondary drive similar in some characteristics to the pri.mary 
drives such as hunger and thirst in that it '1JJ/J.y motivate behavior and 
its reduction may act as reinforcement. 
In general, the effect of anxiety on performance seems to be 
related to the nature of the task or performance. In conditioning, 
considered to be a relatively simple learning situation, increased 
anxiety facilitates performance or leads to mre rapid conditioning. 
In the relatively complex situation of serial-rote-learning or tz:tal.-
and-error learning the effect of anxiety is dependent upon the com-
plexity of the task. Montague has demonstrated that an a rionsense 
syllable list of low association value and high sim:ilarity, the a.nxi.ous 
subject is inferior in performance to the non-anxious ~bject, but on 
a list of high association value and lQW similarity, the anxious sub-
ject' s performance is superior to that of the non-anxious subject. 
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Mowrer has suggested that. one. of the reasons for tre beneficial 
effect of distribution of practice in verbal learning is the fact 
that the drive or motivation in such learning is some form of anxiety. 
In the investigations which sh<M"ed poorer performance for anxious 
subjects, the ·learning was by massed trials. It seems possible that 
the massed practice might at least in part be responsible for the 
decrenent .found in the performance of anxious subjects. The present 
study was intended to investigate the effects of distributed practice 
on the anxiety..:.produced decrement in serial-rote-learning or to test 
the prediction that the effect of anxiety on performance is a func- . 
tion of the difficulty of the task and the dietribution of practice. 
In the literature, it has been demonstrated that anxiety or fear 
in animals acts in a marmer similar to drive in that its reduction 
is re~forcing and it intensifies any response tendencies present 
during its evocation. In human learning, also, anxiety has operated 
in a manner similar to d'rive in that it :mtivates behavior and its 
reduction acts as reinforcement. While in animal studies anxiety 
has been defined as a response to electric shock, in studies using 
hll!lan subjects, the definition has ~en in terns of psychiatric cate-
gory or in ~rms of response to a questionnaire . 
Previous investigations where anxietywas defined either in 
terms of psychiatric classification or response to the Taylor Seale 
of Manifest Anxiety have dem:mstrated the phenonena noted above con-
cerning conditioning and verbal learning. There is some evidence in 
the literature on learning for an explanation of the effect of an:xi.ety 
in complex learning 'Which :f'alls in line with Mowrer 1 s suggestion 
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concerning the beneficial effect of distribution and its relation to 
anxiety. That is that inhibition, the variable affected by distribu-
tion, is related to the level of drive. Kimble investigated reminis-
cence in motor learning and showed evidence for the hypothesis that 
inhibitory potential, acting against drive, builds up more in highly. 
motivated subjects than in those who are not highly motivated. Reynolds 
and others have also shown evidence that the amount of inhibition 
built up in learning is related to the level of drive as well as 
evidence for the concept of inhibition as a central process rather 
than a purely localized sort of muscular fatigue. There is also 
equally good evidence for a work decrement· hypothesis to account for 
the beneficial effects of distribution in human verbal learning. 
If. inhibition, then, builds up in relation to the level of drive 
such that high drive subjects accumulate more inhibition during learn-
ing than do low drive subjects, the high drive subjects should benefit 
more from rest periods during learning such that the greater inhibition 
would be allowed to dissipate. Also, if anxiety acts as drive, then 
anxious subjects should benefit more from distribution than non-anxious 
subjects provided the task is a difficult one requiring relatively 
many trials to learn. 
The experiment to test the prediction above involves the manipu-
lation of three variables, level of anxiety, task difficulty, and 
degree of distribution, the dependent variable being 'performance. The 
statistical design required was a triple-classification analysis of var-
iance in which significance of the triple interaction would be supporting 
of the prediction. 
/ 
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In the experiment the anxious and non-an:xious subjects were 
selected on the basis of high and low scores on the Taylor Scale of 
Manifest Anxiety. The anxious subjects were twenty students with 
' 
scores of twenty-five or ab~ve and the non-anxious · subjects were 
twenty students 1fi th scores l)f eleven or belavr. 
The tasks were verbal mazes of two levels of difficulty and 
'! .. 
the difficulty was determined by ,the number of deviations from a 
simple right-left sequence~ The choice points for the diff~cult 
maze were L L R L R R L L R L R R R L R L L R R L • The choice points 
for the easy maze were R R L R L R L R R L R L L R L R R L R. There 
were two levels of distributione In the ma-ssed condition the inter-
val between the last item and the initial item was four seconds. 
In the distributed condition, that interval was fifty-nine seconds. 
The mazes were typed in capitals on white paper tape with the 
lefts to the left of the midline and the rights to the right of the 
midliile. An asterisk at the beginning of each list was the initial 
item referred to above and was used to signal the beginning of the 
list. The mazes were presented on a memory drum allowing for a two 
second exposure of each item with a two second interval. between the 
exposures. This al.lowed four seconds per item. The instructions we~ 
of the usual type for anti~ipation learning. 
Scoring was kept for each individual in terms of the number of 
trials to a criterion of two successive correct performances and the 
number of errors to criterion. 
Two levels of a.rud.ety, two leveJ.s of difficulty, and two levels 
of distribution with forty subjects resulted in eight subgroups of 
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five subjects each. 
Thi-ee eepa.rate analys~s were carried out. In addition to analysis 
of the trials to criterion score and the error score, an analysis 
of the intial trial error score was carried out. Also comparisons 
of the subgroup means were made by means of the ! test. 
In the analysis of initial trial error scores, no significant 
F ratios Tlere found. There were no differences between the groups 1 
perfol'IIlCinces at the beginning of learning and all differences could 
/ 
. . 
be attributed to processes going· on during learning. 
A significant F ratio in terms of trials to criterion for the 
triple interaction of anxiety, difficult,y, and distribution was found , 
supporting the prediction that the effect of anXiety on perfozma1ce 
is a function of roth task difficulty and degree of distribution. 
The F r atio for the triple interaction in terms of trials to criterion 
lias 4.19, significant at the .o5 level of probability. The difficulty 
variance. and the variance of the anxiety-difficulty interaction were· 
also significant and in line with expectation. 
Since the errors to criterion score was a Poisson type of dis-
tribution, a transformation score was used to carry out this analysis. 
The triple-interaction F was 34. 7, significant beyond the •. 01 · level 
of probability. In this analysis none of the other variance ratios 
was significant. This analysis also supported the experiDental pre-
diction. 
Comparison of the Sllbgroup means both in terms of the trials to 
criterion score and the error transformation score ehowed that the 
anxious group did benefit more from distribution on the difficult taek 
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than did the non-anxious. Neither group benefited from distribution 
on the easy task. _As in previous investigations, the trend here with 
massed practice was better performance for the anxious on the easy 
task and better performance for the non-anxious on the difficult task. 
The results, then, gave additional information on the operation 
of anxiety on performance and supported the use of the conceptual 
framework of anxiety as drive • 
A main conclusion from these results is that anxiety is not 
n~cessarily a disorganizing or destructive factor in performance. 
In fact, anxiety resul.ts :in IOOre potential. variability of perfomance. 
The non-anxious perform within a mre restricted range .• 
WhUe the results have direct implications for learning theory 
to the degree that anxi.ety is ·similar to drive ·and as such are an 
extension of learning theory' the results are not so directly appli-
cable to psychotherapy. Psychotherapy involves a choice of what is 
to be learned or unlearned as well as techniques of learning. However, 
to the degree that psychotherapy is learning, the results are applicable. 
If anxiety is the main motivation in human learning as Mowrer 
has suggested, then the experimental. results have far wider applica-
bility than to psychotherapy. However, the results have immediate 
application in understanding an important clinical. problem, the opera-
tion of anxiety on performance. 
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